
Two workshops designed for you!

.

José Domingo Cruz and Taylor Sapp will offer a free online
workshop (through Zoom) for all who have purchased any of

their books!
.
.

Sunday, 14 November 2021, 10.30 -12.00

ZOOM and the Coming
Challenges to Teaching 

In recent months as the pandemic goes into the latter half of its second year we have been faced
with so many challenges that it is hard to take an assessment of it all. There are issues for us to

consider on so many levels. On a classroom management level, on a theoretical level, on
professional development level; how should we consider these challenges and what tools can we

use to create better teaching? Cruz will try to outline these issues and bring some of his
knowledge on managing remote teaching using ZOOM to the audience.

José
Domingo Cruz

José Domingo Cruz works on several English study
projects, including his main venture, “GOLDFish365”. Cruz
is the author of, “Teaching with ZOOM 2” Published by
Wayzgoose Press. He helped create the protocols for and
led the team of volunteer Room Hosts that guided the
presentations (The Fire Station) for the pioneering PANSig
and JALT National conferences of the pandemic year of
2020. Cruz is a leading member of Online Teaching Japan,
an online discussion group on Facebook centering on
topics related to professional development for pedagogy,
and where he and David Juteau host the weekly broadcast
of “OTJtv”. Cruz is from Canada, and is a veteran
university instructor and Japan resident, specializing in
fluency instruction and authentic materials creation.

Book your free seat by purchasing "Teaching with Zoom 2"
The workshop is free for all who purchased in the past or will purchase until the day of the

workshop "Teaching with Zoom 2: An advances Users Guide". In order to secure your
participation please also register for the workshop by clicking here. 

€ 16,50 

While the world of education moves toward the end of the
crisis brought forth in 2020, we should recognize all the
opportunities that remote education can bring us. To fully
engage those opportunities, we need to learn more about
the tools we use.

Teaching With Zoom series discusses best practices,
supplementary hardware and software choices, and tips to
make your Zoom classroom safer, more productive, and
more enjoyable.
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Sunday, 28 November 2021, 17.00 -18.30

Using Creative Open-Ended
Materials to Prompt Writing and

Discussion 
This workshop seeks to demonstrate and guide practical and flexible use of open-ended story and

discussion collections that can promote outside-the-box creative expression and expansion.
Stories Without End is a collection of short and medium open-ended stories that bring students
into the narratives and ask them to provide the answers that bridges the gap between creative

reading and writing. What Would You Do? features hypothetical situations for students to discuss.
Both have been designed to be quick to get into so that no outside resources are required. The

goal is to prompt healthy discussion and writing both inside and outside the classroom!

Taylor Sapp

Taylor Sapp has two passions: writing and teaching. He
has a BA in Creative Writing from Pepperdine University in
California and a M.Edu in Education – ESOL from
Concordia University Portland. He has spent over 15 years
as an educator of ESL students across different
universities and private schools in Japan and America. He
is also the author of several award-winning creative
education resources including Stories Without End (a 2019
ELTons finalist), What Would You Do? 81 Philosophical
Dilemmas for Discussion and Expansion, and Outside the
Box – Science Fiction and Fantasy Stories Without End for
Learning and Discussion. 

Book your free seat by purchasing any book by Taylor Sapp!
The workshop is free for all who purchased in the past, or will purchase until the day of the

workshop, any of the below books. In order to secure your participation please also register for
the workshop by clicking here. 

.

€ 22,00

History's
Mysteries

Creative history-based
projects that get high-
school and college
students to research,
explore, analyze, and
then write about or
discuss some of history’s
most intriguing
controversies,
conspiracies, and puzzles!

€ 15,50

Stories without
End

Creative, intriguing short
stories to make students
think and wonder what
if... Stories Without
End engages students
with literature through
intriguing short stories
that make them think and
wonder.

€ 19,00

What would you
do?

Engaging, flexible,
fun, What Would You
Do? is your students’ new
favorite activity! 81 tricky
hypothetical situation!
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Free shipping for orders over 25 euros!
.

Payment on delivery is now available!
.
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